
英语翻译系 2011 级精读专项训练试题三

PART Ⅰ Multiple Choice. Please choose the best answer to fill the blanks.

1. We are late. I expect the film ____ by the time we get to the cinema.� �

A. has started       B. will have started�   C. will start     D. may start�

2. But for sunlight, there ____ no moonlight.�

A. will be          B. would be          C. had been      D. was�

3. All flights ____ because of the snowstorm, many passengers could do nothing but take the 

train.�

A. had been cancelled  B. were cancelled�

C. have been cancelled  D. having been cancelled�

4. ____seeing the damage he had done, he felt ashamed.�

A. By            B. On              C. At            D. For�

5. It is high time you ____that you are not the most important person in the world.�

A. realized         B. have realized�     C. realizes      D. will realize�

6. These two are similar ____they both have a high rainfall during this season.�

A. to that          B. besides that�       C. in that     D. except that�

7. If he hadn’t stood under the ladder to catch you when you fell, you ____here now.�

A. wouldn’t be smiling B. won’t smile C. couldn’t have smiled  D. didn’t smile�

8. We will visit Huangshan next year ____we have enough money.�

A. lest            B. until               C. unless       D. provided�

9. The older worker and the young each ____their own tools.�

A. have            B. has                C. are having   D. is having�

10. William told his wife ____ .� �

A. to have his shoes shone�            B. to have his shoes shined�

C. to have his shoes shining�           D. shine his shoes�

11. The World Trade Center, the top ____ is 410 meters high, is the tallest building in the world.�

A. of which         B. which            C. of whose      D. that�

12. Only when the war was over in 1945 ____ to his hometown.�

A. did he return    B. he did return �     C. he returned     D. had he returned



13. His honesty is ____ ; nobody can doubt it.�

A. in question       B. out of question�  C. beside the question  D. without question�

14. It was not until he took up fishing that he ____ to relax.� � �

A. had been beginning  B. began �       C. had begun        D. beginning�

15. Not only you but also I ____ mistaken on this point.� � �

A. are               B. were          C. have             D. am�

16. The task wasn’t easy, but we managed it____ .��

A. anyhow           B. somehow     C. any way        D. some way�

17. Jane has just ____a letter from a friend of hers in England.�

A. returned           B. answered      C. offered        D. replied�

18. Mr. John had given no ____ that he was intending to resign.�

A. direction          B. symptom       C. information    D. indication�

19. As she opened the gate the lion gave a loud ____and bounded at her.�

A. yell              B. cry             C. roar          D. shout�

20. He spoke so quickly that I didn’t ____ what he said.�

A. catch             B. listen           C. get         D. take�

21. It isn’t quite ____ that he will be present at the meeting.�

A. sure             B. right           C. exact      D. certain�

22. She has a terribly hot temper, ____she is really kind.�

A. on the other hand    B. on the contrary� C. on second thoughts D. on the whole

23. Russel ____ world opinion to condemn their policy of aggression.�

A. called on         B. called for �     C. called up     D. called off �

24. We must ____ technical innovations and raise productivity.�

A. speed for        B. step up         C. switch on   D. turn up�

25. We advised them to take a rest, but they ____on finishing the work.�

A. suggested        B. continued       C. insisted     D. persisted�

26. I love boiled eggs and potatoes; it’s my ____ meal.�

A. delicious        B. popular         C. favorite     D. fondest�

27. When we had finished dinner, Jimmy asked the waiter to bring him the ____ .��

A. count           B. bill            C. tip          D. account�



28. Having kissed her son, Eve gave him a dismissive ____ towards the car.�

A. push          B. pull             C. drag         D. draw�

29. They climbed to the top of the hill ____ they could get a bird’s eye view of the city.�

A. in case        B. for fear that �     C. in order that  D. as a result�

30. The members in the testing team were quite ____ and could change schedule upon request.�

A. flexible       B. gentle          C. sophisticated  D. shrewd

31. _____ plastics, the machine is light in weight.

A. To make of    B. To be made of     C. Having made of   D. Made of

32. ____ is to be in the flowing "river" of bears,

A. Standing on the tip of the cape       B. To stand on the tip of the cape

C. Standing on the tip of the cape       D. Being standing on the tip of the cape

33. The speech which he made _____ the football match bored a lot of fans to death.

A. being concerned      B. be concerned    C, concerned     D. concerning 

34. _____ in an atmosphere of simple living was what his partners wished for.

A. He was educated     B. He educated     C. His being educated  D.He to be educated

35. No sooner _____ than he realized that he should have remained silent.

A. the words had spoken                  B.had the words spoken

C. the words had been spoken              D. had the words been spoken

36. He went out of the General Manager's office, looking as if he ____.

A. has been severely punished            B. were severely punished

C. was severely punished                D. had been severely punished

37. The factory manager and secretary ____ our party.

A. is to attend    B. are to attend     C.were to attend   D.is attend

38. This project is known to _____ for three months.

A. having been going on   B. go on   C. have been going on  D. be going on

39. ____ the car accident, they would have arrived earlier.

A. Except for      B. But for        C.Besides        D. Save for

40. They came to inspect the house ____ buying it.

A. in the event of    B.with a view to    C.with reference to   D.on account of



PART II Cloze test
Directions: There are 20 blanks in the following passage. For each blank there are 
four choices marked A, B, C, D on the right side of the paper. You should choose the 
ONE that best fits into the passage. 

1.

Playing organized sports is such a common experience in the United States that 
many children and teenagers take them for granted. This is especially true  1   
children from families and communities that have the resources needed to organize 
and  2  sports programs and make sure that there is easy  3  to participation 
opportunities. Children in low-income families and poor communities are  4  likely 
to take organized youth sports for granted because they often 5 the resources 
needed to pay for participation  6 , equipment, and transportation to practices and 
games 7 their communities do not have resources to build and  8  sports fields 
and facilities.

Organized youth sports  9  appeared during the early 20th century in the 
United States and other wealthy nations. They were originally developed 10 some 
educators and developmental experts 11  that the behavior and character of 
children were  12  influenced by their social surrounding and everyday experiences. 
This 13  many people to believe that if you could organize the experiences of 
children in 14 ways, you could influence the kinds of adults that those children 
would become.

This belief that the social  15  influenced a person’s overall development was 
very  16  to people interested in progress and reform in the United States 17  the 
beginning of the 20th century. It caused them to think about  18 they might control 
the experiences of children to 19  responsible and productive adults. They believed 
strongly that democracy depended on responsibility and that a  20 capitalist 
economy depended on the productivity of worker.

1. A. among      B. within      C. on      D. towards

2. A. spread      B. speed       C. spur    D. sponsor

3. A. access      B. entrance     C. chance   D. route

4. A. little       B. less         C. more     D. much

5. A. shrink      B. tighten      C. limit      D. lack

6. A. bill        B accounts     C. fees       D. fare

7. A. so         B. as         C. and       D. but

8. A. maintain    B. sustain      C. contain    D. entertain

9.A. last        B. first        C. later       D. finally



10.A. before      B. while       C. until       D. when

11.A. realized     B. recalled     C. expected    D. exhibited

12.A. specifically B. excessively   C. strongly    D. exactly

13. A. moved     B. conducted     C. put        D. led

14. A. precise     B. precious      C. particular   D. peculiar

15.A. engagement  B. environment  C. state       D. status

16.A. encouraging B. disappointing   C. upsetting    D. surprising

17.A. for        B. with         C. over       D. at

18.A. what       B. how         C. whatever    D. however

19.A. multiply     B. manufacture    C. produce    D. provide

20.A. growing     B. breeding      C. raising      D. Flying

2.

The process by means of which human beings can arbitrarily make certain things 
stand for other things may be called the symbolic process. (21) ___ we turn, we see 
the symbolic process (22) __ work. For example, stripes on the sleeve can be made to 
stand for military rank; crossed sticks can stand for a (23) __ of religious beliefs. 
There are (24) __ things that have not a symbolic value.

Almost all fashionable clothes are (25)_ symbolic. And we select our furniture to 
(26) ____ as visible symbols of our taste, wealth, and social position. We often 
choose our houses on the (27) ___ of a feeling that it "looks well" to have a "good 
address". We trade in perfectly good cars for (28) __ models not always to get better 
transportation, (29) __ to give evidence to the community that we can (30) _____ it.

I once had an eight-year-old car in good running condition. A repairman, who 
knew the condition of the car, kept (31) ____ me to trade it (32) __ a new model. "But 
why?" I asked, "The old car's in (33) __ still." The repairman answered scornfully, 
"Yeah, but all you've got is transportation."

Such complicated and apparently (34) __ behavior leads philosophers to (35) __ 
over "Why can't human beings live simply and naturally?" (36) ____ the complexity 
of human life makes us look enviously at the relative simplicity of such lives as dogs 
and cats lead.

Simply, the fact that symbolic process makes complexity possible is no (37) ___ 
for wanting to (38) __ to a cat existence. A better (39) ___ is to understand the 
symbolic process (40)___ instead of being its victims we become, to some degree at 



least, its masters.
21. A. Whichever     B. Whatever     C. Everywhere   D. However
22. A. in              B. at           C. by           D. on
23. A. serial          B. cluster        C. suite.      D. set
24. A. Many        B. few      C. enough         D. little
25. A. highly       B. merely      C.rarely      D. accidentally
26. A. work       B. regard      C. serve         D. signify
27. A. chance        B. Purpose  C. opportunity    D. basis
28. A. later         B. former     C. latter         D. earlier
29. A. yet         B. but        C. and         D. so
30. A. afford       B. offer  C. supply         D. grant
31. A. advocating  B. alerting  C. urging         D. pressing
32. A. with       B. in      C. out          D. for
33. A. advance   B. shape C. demand       D. vogue
34. A. unnecessary  B. useless  C. random      D. impolite
35. A. concern      B. worry C. ponder       D. determine
36. A. Often    B. Seldom    C. Always       D. Still
37. A. doubt     B. meaning  C. reason      D. time
38. A. return    B. devote     C. lead        D. proceed
39. A. result     B. solution  C. distinction      D. resolution
40. A. while    B. as       C. since that     D. so that


